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8 of 8 review helpful The ongoing struggle for fair wages and working conditions By Malvin Threads by Jane L 
Collins is a fascinating short history and analysis of the rapidly changing apparel industry Ms Collins compares and 
contrasts manufacturing practices in the U S and Mexico to understand how labor and power relations have been 
effected by globalization Offering important insight and understanding about the dyn Americans have been shocked 
by media reports of the dismal working conditions in factories that make clothing for U S companies But while well 
intentioned many of these reports about child labor and sweatshop practices rely on stereotypes of how Third World 
factories operate ignoring the complex economic dynamics driving the global apparel industry To dispel these 
misunderstandings Jane L Collins visited two very different apparel firms and their facto Threads is both timely and 
exceptionally well documented A model of scholarship American Ethnologist 
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